The alpha helix dipole: screened out?
Aligned alpha helix peptide dipoles sum to a "macroscopic" dipole parallel to the helix axis that has been implicated in protein folding and function. However, in aqueous solution the dipole is counteracted by an electrostatic reaction field generated by the solvent, and the strength of the helix dipole may reduce drastically from its value in vacuum. Here, using atomic-detail helix models and Poisson-Boltzmann continuum electrostatics calculations, the net effective dipole moment, mu(eff), is calculated. Some initially surprising results are found. Whereas in vacuum mu(eff) increases with helix length, the opposite is found to be the case for transmembrane helices. In soluble proteins, mu(eff) is found to vary strongly with the orientation and position of the helix relative to the aqueous medium. A set of rules is established to estimate of the strength of mu(eff) from graphical inspection of protein structures.